
D I G I TA L  FA C I L I TAT I O N 
&  C O L L A B O R AT I O N 

T R A I N I N G
for nonprofit leaders, boards and teams

abby@mindflowerstudio.com // kim@mxdarts.com



     TOPICS / THEMES
Our sessions are full of learnings that can be applied 

immediately, leading-edge tools and techniques, 

updated resources, patient guidance, and fun, 

experiential learning.

Digital Training: 
  • purposeful agendas

  • planning for action

  • hosting & maximizing breakout groups

  • facilitating digital dialogues

  • activities to engage all learning types

  • integrating third-party tools with Zoom 

  • designing virtual strategy sessions

  • reflections & retrospectives

  • ice-breakers & engaging activities

  • team building & collaboration

Skill-Building: 
  • giving/getting feedback

  • deep listening

  • empathy tools

  • creativity boosters

  • interpersonal communication

     PRICING
Contact Abby and Kim to schedule a call to chat 

about your needs and budget. We offer one-off 

webinars or a series of sessions. 

     HOW IT WORKS
Discover & Customize: We assess the needs 

and skill-gaps through conversations or surveys to 

determine the most impactful topics and format for 

webinars/training. Sessions are customizable for 

6-50+ people. 

Facilitate sessions: Sessions are 90-minutes to 

2-hours each. We use an interactive framework to 

help participants understand, digest, and quickly 

implement new learnings.

Capture feedback: We consider every 

engagement an iterative, customized process. We 

collect feedback and learn as we go to meet the 

needs of the participants.

Coaching & Consulting: We offer one-on-one 

or team consulting sessions to support specific 

organizational needs after the series. 

     YOUR FACILITATORS
Abby and Kim use empathy-driven, creative, and 

transformational methods to facilitate virtual and 

in-person experiences, trainings, and retreats for 

teams around the world.

 ABBY WILKYMACKY
 abby@MindflowerStudio.com

 KIM LARKIN
 kim@MXDarts.com

Digital facilitation and collaboration training helps nonprofit leaders, 

boards, and teams build their skills and confidence in planning, 

facilitating, and participating in engaging virtual experiences. 

O V E R V I E W  O F  O U R 
D I G I TA L  T R A I N I N G
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A  S A M P L E  O F  O U R 
T R A I N I N G  S E R I E S

3-PART SERIES FOR BETTER BOARD MEETINGS

This 3-part series prepares leaders and teams to better engage with their boards in the virtual space. Each 
session is interactive, fun, and reflective with learnings that can be applied immediately. Learn how to 
maximize social engagement and collaboration with your board, align planning and decisions with your 
core mission and values, and essential tools to plan and prime committees for meaningful contributions 
and action. 

 SESSION 1: Engaging Board Meetings

 SESSION 2: Value-aligned Planning Meetings

 SESSION 3: Actionable Committee Meetings

5-PART DIGITAL FACILITATION SERIES

Shifting your business and meetings to the digital world can be daunting. How can you capture the same 
energy, interactivity, and impact of in-person facilitation online? This 5-part series teaches tips, tricks, and 
tools to prepare for all types of digital facilitation, from meetings to collaborative workshops. Whether 
you’re a newbie or virtual wizard, we have something for you. Boost your confidence and leave ready to 
run smooth, digital sessions that are interactive, engaging, effective, and fun.

 SESSION 1: Activities To Engage All Learning Styles

 SESSION 2: Hosting & Maximizing Breakout Groups

 SESSION 3: Facilitating Digital Dialogues

 SESSION 4: Designing Strategy Sessions

 SESSION 5: Integrating Third-Party Tools into your Zoom call

AN EMPATHETIC LENS FOR VIRTUAL ENGAGEMENTS: A WORKSHOP 

Have you been challenged with the task of engaging your community in the digital world? Using the 
lens of empathy, this interactive workshop will help you design more intentional and effective virtual 
engagements by focusing on the who before the how. Learn how to use a custom, visual tool to guide 
human-centered thinking and meet the needs and realities of the people you serve, virtually. 

Take a look at some of our favorite workshops and series. We are 

happy to design a custom series to meet your needs. 
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A  W O R D  F R O M     
C L I E N T S  &  AT T E N D E E S 

“THANK YOU to both of you for all your efforts to make 
yesterday’s conference a success. It’s so important to 

provide these resources to help build capacity, and the 
virtual platform made it accessible for organizations 

all over the state to participate. We all learned so many 
tools make our meetings and virtual programming more 
effective. You’re both fantastic presenters and I’d love the 

opportunity to work with you again. 
- Jill, Director, Lodestar Center at ASU  

“Thank you for a fantastic first session! I really enjoyed 
your presentation style, and the practical tips, resources, 

and demos you offered. I also love the graphics and slides 
you presented…“

- Dave, Vice President, Peaceful School

 
“Excellent job! Loved the advance email with expectations, 

the energy of the presentation, lots of great practical 
tips and resources, and modeling how to do it. Looking 

forward to next week!” 
- Anonymous Attendee

“Ok…YOU ALL ROCK!!!” 
- Yolanda, Attendee

“Challenged us to think outside the box.” 
- Sam, Attendee

See what some of our past clients and attendees are saying about 

our digital workshops and training sessions. If you recognize 

your name on this list, we sincerely thank you for your praise! 
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M E E T  T H E 
FA C I L I TAT O R S

    KIM LARKIN
    MXD Arts

Kim Larkin is the founder and principal of MXD 

Arts, a consultancy that provides facilitation, 

training, and thought partnership for national 

and international nonprofit leaders and teams. 

Kim is known for implementing highly effective 

best practice tools with organizations ranging 

from global Fortune 100 and 500 companies to 

nonprofit startups. She utilizes creative, disruptive, 

and inventive approaches to design mission-

driven strategies, build transformational cultures, 

and create lasting impact. Kim earned her Masters 

in Arts Management from Carnegie Mellon and is 

a certified Project Management Professional. 

In her free time, you’ll find her in the mountains, 

adventuring, or volunteering in the community. 

She is the Board Chair of Arizona Food Bank 

Network and a trustee and at Desert Botanical 

Garden. 

         ABBY WILKYMACKY
	 			Mindflower	Studio

Abby Wilkymacky, founder of Mindflower Studio, 

is a facilitator and visual practitioner. Mindflower 

Studio is a creative consultancy that helps 

socially-driven organizations define and solve 

problems through thoughtfully designed and 

facilitated workshop experiences. Abby is known 

for her animated doodles, innovative facilitation, 

and human-centered techniques that drive 

creative participation in surprising, fun ways. Abby 

holds a BS in Industrial Design and Spanish from 

The Ohio State University (Go Buckeyes!). As an 

adjunct professor at Arizona State University, 

she taught undergraduate and graduate-level 

Industrial Design and Qualitative Research 

courses. 

Outside of her work you may find Abby romping 

around in the desert with an expedition pack or 

mountain bike, gardening, reading with a cat in her 

lap, or drawing on her tablet.

ABBY WILKYMACKY

 

Abby and Kim use empathy-driven, creative, and 

transformational methods to facilitate virtual and in-person 

experiences, trainings, and retreats for teams around the world.

KIM LARKIN
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